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INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

TKH has a strong reputation as an  

innovator of Smart Technologies, with 

which we have been distinctive in growth 

markets for years. Our technologies go 

beyond the latest market trends, and an 

essential element in developing our  

innovative portfolio is sustainability. 

SMART TECHNOLOGIES

±68% OF OUR TURNOVER IS LINKED TO ONE OR MORE OF THESE FOUR SDGs

AFFORDABLE AND 
CLEAN ENERGY

SMART  
CONNECTIVITY SYSTEMS

SMART  
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

SMART 
VISION SYSTEMS

Being aware of the environment starts in the design phase, 
where the first cornerstones are defined by selecting the 
suitable raw materials. TKH provides Smart Technologies 
composed to distinguish ourselves on sustainability criteria. 
The technologies of TKH are focused on three important 
megatrends – automation, digitalization, and electrification. 
By integrating hardware, software, and customer-focused 
insight, our Smart Technologies provide unique answers to 
client challenges. In doing so, we work to make the world 
better by creating ever more efficient and more sustainable 
systems.

We substantiate the sustainability of our portfolio and make 
our contribution demonstrable by making a clear link with 
relevant sustainability goals for TKH. About 68% of our total 
turnover is linked to one of the selected SDGs. It is not only 
about supporting our own purposes, but TKH also supports 
its key stakeholders in achieving their sustainability criteria. 
We immerse ourselves in what customers, partners, and 
society expect from us and offer sustainable solutions with 
which we want to exceed these expectations. Doing so, we 
give a clear direction to the importance of our sustainable 
portfolio in the future.
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Technology segment

SMART VISION SYSTEMS

Megatrend

AUTOMATION

SDG
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ALVIUM TECHNOLOGY

The Alvium camera platform developed by Allied  
Vision is the perfect device to translate the analog  
world into the digital realm of industrial automation.  

Since the launch of the first Alvium models, the  
number of models, modular options and available  
interfaces have been constantly expanded. Today,  
Alvium covers the critical imaging needs of OEMs  
and integrators over several key industries, driving  
the ongoing quest of “doing more with less” in  
contemporary manufacturing. 

All Allied Vision Alvium cameras share the same platform, allowing customers to  
select the perfect technology package for their application needs out of 200 different 
options. They are all based on ALVIUM® Technology – a custom ASIC packed with 
unique features and 30 years of machine vision industry expertise. 

Through an automated production process in a clean room facility, Alvium cameras  
offer a high degree of cleanliness required in challenging medical, inspection, or  
measurement applications. 
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UNIXX BELT MAKER

The UNIXX Belt Maker produces high quality endless 
steel belts by means of an innovative and accurately 
controlled extrusion process that can handle a wide 
range of compounds.

The unique flexibility of the system exactly fits the global trend towards shorter  
production runs and a greater diversity of tire specifications to be produced. 

The system is optimally suited for hands-off, eyes-off production. Scrap and waste  
from angle- and compound changes are reduced because of the limited width of the 
extruded strip. Next to this, the automated and accurately controlled process produces  
a consistent high quality belt.

The highly efficient extrusion and cutting process, reduced waste and scrap, lower 
energy consumption and minimum operator involvement, result in a lower overall cost 
per produced square meter steel belt compared to the conventional belt making 
process.

The VMI UNIXX Belt Maker allows for the production of thinner belts to reduce tire 
weight and rolling resistance without compromising tire performance, contributing to a 
lower fuel consumption and CO2e emission levels.

The VMI UNIXX Belt Maker gives our customers the following advantages:
• Ultimate flexibility.
• High quality steel belt.
• Low environmental impact.
• Reduced operating costs.

Technology segment

SMART MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

Megatrend

AUTOMATION

SDG
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SMART 3D LINE  
CONFOCAL SENSORS

LMI Technologies released its new Gocator® 5500  
series of smart 3D line confocal sensors in 2022.  
This major product release introduced the vision  
market to the first ever line confocal sensor running 
Gocator’s trusted 3D smart sensor platform,  
complete with next-generation on-sensor IIoT vision 
web-based software, onboard measurement tools, 
native I/O connectivity, and more.

Gocator® 5500 sensors deliver simultaneous generation of 3D topography, 3D  
tomography, and 2D intensity data. This allows these powerful devices to scan  
practically any material type – including multi-layered, transparent/translucent, curved, 
shiny, mixed material, and more - with submicron precision and at a level of quality  
and speed that outperform competing confocal technologies. Gocator 5500 sensors  
are now opening up new opportunities for 3D inspection in growth industries such as 
consumer electronics (CE), semiconductor, and medical packaging manufacturing.

The Gocator® 5500 allows our customers to:
• Achieve 100% inspection on difficult to measure components at full production 

speeds.
• Automate assembly and alignment of challenging components with real-time  

feedback.
• Provide feedback on production processes instantly to reduce waste.
• Prevent quality issues on components from affecting downstream assemblies.

Technology segment

SMART VISION SYSTEMS

Megatrend

AUTOMATION

SDG
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ROBOTIC PATCHING  
SOLUTION
Driven by requirements for high-speed data rate,  
the deployment of optical fibre has been growing for 
years. Due to the growth of installed optical fibers,  
the management of optical transmission networks of  
operators has become very important. 

To be able to handle optical fibre patches, today optical distribution frames (ODF) are 
being used for easy installation. However installation and provisioning is still handwork 
and generates human failures and incorrect data in databases. Due to the lack of 
qualified technicians today’s operator must sometimes wait days or even weeks when 
deploying a technician onsite to perform testing or cross-connects.

To avoid the human factor, network operators are looking for automated reconfigurability, 
fast provisioning of services and scalability. With the developed and patented Robotic 
Patching Solution (RPS) the patching is automated. Less physical access is needed, the 
solution prevents unauthorized use, the database will always be up-to-date and correct.  
It is replacing the conventional manual ODF’s that are common use in all optical fibre 
networks.

The main advantages of this solution are:
• Eliminating human failure. 
• Less truck rolls resulting in carbon dioxide reduction.
• Always an updated database.
• Fast reconfiguration of network users.
• Remote (NOC) control options.
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SYMPHONY SECURE  
INTERCOM CLOUD PLATFORM

In 2022 Commend’s groundbreaking cloud-native  
Intercom platform took great steps ahead in secure  
building communication, demonstrating Commend’s 
living commitment to its policy of “Trusted.  
Communication. Always.” 

Symphony Cloud’s constantly expanding portfolio of services ranges from smart Door 
Call management for residential buildings to the Ivy Virtual Assistant, a Conversational 
AI for call operation and security centers. Operators and end users benefit from a 
veritable symphony of advantages:

• Scalability made easy. Intuitive web portal, including convenient auto-configuration 
options.

• Innovative device management. Fine-tuned device firmware updates, either  
automatically or manually.

• Symphony Mobile Clients for smartphones or tablets.
• Symphony Web Clients as easy, ready-to-use Intercom control station for highly 

flexible call attendance from everywhere using a simple web browser.
• Symphony Bridge to connect the huge installed base of Commend on-premises 

solutions to the cloud.
• Extensive multi-level Cyber Security with “Privacy & Security by Design”.

Symphony will continue to conduct and coordinate digitally networked cloud services  
to make buildings smarter and more secure, both in everyday situations and in  
emergencies. The resulting solutions will stand out by complying with – and indeed 
exceeding – standards like the IEC EN 62820 family of norms for Advanced Security 
Building Intercom Solutions (ASBIS).
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SMART VISION SYSTEMS
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CEDD® AGL TECHNOLOGY

For the new centralized de-icing facility at Memphis 
International Airport, opened in November 2022, TKH’s 
CEDD airfield ground lighting technology was integrated 
with the SmartPad de-icing system from Canadian 
company JCAII.

CEDD AGL is TKH’s innovative low-voltage airfield ground lighting system based on 
contactless energy and communication technology. It makes airfield lights smart and 
individually addressable with fast response times. SmartPad is a technological  
infrastructure platform that digitalizes remote de-icing facilities and process management  
for air traffic, providing advanced surface guidance to support de-icing operations. 

More than 1,200 smart CEDD Taxiway and Stop Bar lights have been installed on the 
East and West aprons of the de-icing bay. Together with the Electronic Message Boards 
and automated guidance/docking systems, these lights provide clear visual commands 
that guide aircraft into place for de-icing.

The integrated system enables Memphis Airport to realize operational efficiencies in its 
de-icing facilities. It lowers the waiting times for aircraft, saves significant amounts of 
overhead for airlines, decreases the need for radio communications to mitigate the risk 
of miscommunication, and reduces CO2 and NOx emissions. Additionally, the energy 
consumption of the airfield ground lights has been lowered by up to 70% compared to 
other smart LED systems. 
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SMART CONNECTIVITY SYSTEMS
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OFFSHORE WIND FARM  
CABLE TECHNOLOGY

The demand for (green) energy is growing in  
connection with the ongoing electrification, which  
means wind parks are getting larger and the demand  
for connectivity solutions is rising. As part of TKH’s  
strategy program Accelerate 2025 TKH is building a  
new Subsea factory in Eemshaven, the Netherlands. 

With this production expansion, TKF focuses specifically on the production of  
interarray Subsea cables, which connect the wind turbines and offshore wind farms 
with the substations. With the construction of this new factory, TKF is also getting 
ready for developments towards 132 kV and floating wind farms. From the moment 
the factory is in operation, 1,200 kilometers of Subsea cable can be produced per 
year.

Our innovative cable specifications are composed of durable materials. The innovative 
cable concept is easy to install and provides the customer with installation efficiency, 
cost savings, and a reduction in risk. Green energy calls for sustainable Smart  
Connectivity systems.
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AFFORDABLE AND 
CLEAN ENERGY


